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Theories of how bilinguals represent information have been conceived in terms of either a
single, language-independent code or dual, language-specific codes. In this study, SpanishEnglish bilinguals exhibited both a language-independent and a language-specific pattern of
results under identical study conditions depending on the retrieval demands of a task. With
the data-driven task of word fragment completion, language specificity was observed. With
the conceptually driven task of free recall, language-independence was generally observed.
Results from a yes/no test of recognition memory were interpreted as reflecting both types
of processing. The issue of whether bilinguals store information in one or two codes seems
indeterminable, because the varying retrieval demands of different tasks produce different
patterns of results and lead to opposite conclusions. Rather, a transfer appropriate processing framework-in
which performance on retention tests is shown to benefit to the
extent to which procedures required on the test recapitulate those employed during encoding-provides
a more fruitful analysis. o 1987 Academic PKSS. IX.

Representation
of linguistic information
in fluent bilinguals has traditionally
been
considered in terms of single- or dual-code
models.
According
to the single-code
models, bilinguals represent words in a supralinguistic code that is independent of the
language in which the words occurred. This
supralinguistic
code is possibly based on
the meanings of the words. However, it is
also assumed that information
about language may be attached to the semantic
code as a sort of footnote, or tag (Rose,
Rose, King, & Perez, 1975; Saegart, Hamayan, & Ahmar, 1975; Winograd, Cohen,
& Barresi, 1976), so that information about
language is also retrievable.
Dual-code
models, on the other hand, maintain that
there are essentially separate, language-

specific codes, but with associative links
between coordinate concepts in the two
systems. The empirical support for each
model is illustrated below with some examples .
Generally, experiments that show equivalent effects of word presentation
in two
languages on task performance are taken to
support a single-code view. Presumably, if
there is a common semantic code, then performance should be affected by the word’s
meaning independent of its language of presentation. For example, if concepts are
presented twice in a memory experiment,
performance should be invariant as a function of whether presentations occur twice
in one language or once in each language,
at least for fluent bilinguals.
In a free recall experiment, Kolers and
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tween-language repetitions improved free
recall equally compared to a single presentation of a word, thus supporting the language-independence
view.
Glanzer and Duarte (1971) had reported a
similar finding,
with one qualification.
When presentations were spaced, as was
the case in Kolers and Gonzalez (1980) experiment,
both within- and between-language repetitions
were equally effective
(see also Paivio, Clark, & Lambert, 1988).
However,
when the repetitions
were
massed, between-language repetitions produced better free recall performance than
within-language repetitions. The advantage
of between-language
repetitions when the
items are repeated with short lags may be
due to encoding variability (Madigan, 1969)
or to processing the second occurrence of
the item more fully when the format is altered (Jacoby, 1978).
Other evidence interpreted as supporting
the single-code view comes from free recall
experiments
with categorical
materials.
Several researchers have shown that when
words from various semantic categories are
presented in mixed language lists, recall is
as good as when the items are presented in
one language. Even following randomly ordered presentation of mixed language lists,
subjects cluster responses by semantic category, not by language. Thus semantic categorization can override categorization
by
language in free recall (Dalrymple-Alford
&
Aamiry,
1969; Lambert,
Ignatow,
&
Krauthamer,
1968; Nott & Lambert, 1968).
Finally, more evidence for the commoncode view comes from paired associate experiments measuring savings (MacLeod,
1976), semantic classification experiments
(Caramazza & Brones, 1980), and other
free recall experiments (Kolers, 1966).
Although
the experiments
described
above support a common-code view, other
compelling results support the dual-code or
language dependence view by showing language-specific transfer effects. Several researchers using a repetition priming paradigm and the lexical decision task have
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found evidence of language specificity,
which supports the dual-code model. For
example, although repeating a word in the
same language decreases the reaction times
in a lexical decision task, such an advantage of repetition is not obtained when the
stimuli are repeated in a different language
(Fischler,
Boaz, Weidner,
& Ransdell,
1985; Kirsner, Brown, Abrol, Chadha, &
Sharma, 1980; Kirsner, Smith, Lockhart,
King, & Jain, 1984; Scarborough, Gerard,
& Cortese, 1984) unless the subjects are
deliberately
instructed
to translate the
words during
their first appearance
(Kirsner et al., 1984) or the words in the
two languages are morphologically
similar
(Cristoffanini, Kirsner, & Milech, 1986).*
Such a language-specific
pattern of results has also been found in a word fragment completion
task (e.g.,
lo-d for
cloud). Watkins and Peynircioilu
(1983,
Experiment 2) had their Turkish-English
bilingual subjects study words either all in
Turkish or all in English. Then they gave
subjects the word fragment completion test
in which fragments might represent a concept (a) in the same language as during
study, (b) in the other language, or (c) not
studied in the list. Results revealed a benefit on the fragment completion test relative to nonstudied words only when the
language at test matched the language at
study; study of an English (or Turkish)
word produced no benefit when tested with
a Turkish (or English) fragment. Thus, as in
the lexical decision task, transfer in the
word fragment completion task was found
to be language specific.
r Another exception to language specificity in the
lexical decision task is when semantic rather than repetition priming is used. When a semantically related
prime is presented before or at the same time with the
target word, there is semantic facilitation from both
same-language
and different-language
primes.
(Kirsner et al., 1984; Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986)
but in semantic priming experiments the prime and the
target are presented with no lag, whereas in repetition
experiments, there is usually a considerable lag between the two presentations.
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The above summary reveals evidence for
both the language-independent
(singlecode) hypothesis of mental representation
in bilinguals and for the language-dependent (dual-code) view. We believe that the
different conclusions reached can best be
explained by the varying processing requirements of the tasks used to measure
performance. With tasks such as free recall, language independence
is generally
observed, whereas with tasks such as word
fragment completion and lexical decision,
language dependence is observed.* However, because this inference that varying
task demands produce the different results
is drawn from cross-experiment
comparisons, the need exists for this point to be
demonstrated in an experiment employing
different memory tests under identical encoding conditions.
One objective of the
present paper is to begin to identify the
conditions
under which language-dependent and language-independent
patterns of
results will be observed in bilinguals
(Glucksberg, 1984; Kinstch, 1970). If successful, this undertaking
should permit a
priori determination
of when a pattern of
language dependence or independence will
be observed in an experiment.
The single- and dual-code models summarized above are mostly concerned with
the issue of representational
format in
memory storage. The processing requirements of the retrieval tasks tapping those
stored representations have been relatively
neglected, but (in our view) must also be
considered while comparing
single- and
dual-code models. A similar problem has
been noted with regard to the issue of
whether imaginal (Kosslyn & Pomerantz,
1977; Paivio, 1986) or propositional
representations
(Anderson,
1976; Pylyshyn,
1973) best explain performance in certain
2 Some researchers using free recall as their dependent measure in studies of bilingual memory have interpreted their results as consistent with separate linguistic codes (e.g., F’aivio et al.. 1988; ‘IhIving & Colotla. 1970).
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tasks. Anderson (1978) has convincingly
argued that the issue of representational
format cannot be answered independently
of the processes used in accessing those
representations.
Depending on the particular assumptions chosen by a theorist for
accessing memory, results often taken to
support imaginal coding might equally well
be interpreted
within a propositional
theory, and vice versa. In short, cognitive
psychologists
have no direct window on
the form of mental representation, but must
always observe performance produced by
retrieval processes that access this information.
This same point has been brought out in
other ways by Kolers and his colleagues
(Kolers & Brison, 1984; Kolers & Paradis,
1980; Kolers & Roediger, 1984). who have
argued for a “means-specific”
analysis.
Kolers and Brison (1984) note that the debate over single versus dual codes in
mental representation is probably fruitless,
for many different forms of representation
are possible depending on the attitudes,
skills, goals, and purposes of the person.
Many different attributes of symbols may
be coded depending on these factors, and
no need exists to limit coding dimensions
to one or two forms. Rather, later reactions
to stimuli in the performance of some task
will depend critically on the procedures
employed in coding the stimuli on their first
encounter and how these transfer to the
later test. Different strategies of encoding
and different forms of test will bring out
varying aspects of performance that cannot
easily be accommodated
within single- or
dual-code theories. The notion is akin to
that of transfer appropriate
processing
(e.g., Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977)
in that performance on some test will benefit to the extent that procedures required
during the test recapitulate those employed
during encoding.
The present experiment evaluated these
ideas by varying both the strategies employed by bilingual
subjects during encoding of information
and by assessing
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their knowledge with different forms of
test. Our Spanish-English bilingual subjects
studied words encoded under various conditions and then took one of three types of
retention test. The tests were free recall,
yes/no recognition,
and priming in word
fragment
completion.
Free recall has
usually shown patterns of performance interpreted in line with single-code views of
bilingualism.
According to the analysis of
Jacoby (1983) and Roediger and Blaxton
(1987b), free recall can be considered a
“conceptually
driven” retrieval task. That
is, in free recall subjects are presented no
overt cues or hints to guide performance
and thus must rely on stored concepts to
facilitate remembering. Many of the factors
known to aid free recall-forming
images,
engaging in semantic as opposed to other
(phonemic,
graphemic)
forms of processing, generating information rather than
reading it, and other variations in elaborative processing-can
thus be seen as aiding
conceptually driven processing. However,
changes in surface form such as modality
or language do not affect free recall.
On the other hand, the word fragment
completion task used by Tulving, Schacter,
and Stark (1982), in which subjects are
tested with fragments of words they have
recently seen (e.g., a a in for assassin)
can be considered as tapping data-driven
processing (as would priming in perceptual
identification,
lexical decision, and other
tasks). The basic idea is that priming in
these tasks require responses to impoverished data depend on the match between
surface features of study and test presentations for good performance.
Thus, they
seem to tap the perceptual record of experience (Kirsner & Dunn, 1985). For example, on visual word fragment completion
tests, Roediger
and Blaxton
(1987a)
showed greater priming from visual than
auditory
presentation
of words, and
Weldon
and Roediger
(1987) showed
greater benefit from studying words than
pictures representing
the referent of the
verbal label. On the other hand, the word
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fragment completion task shows little benefit from manipulations
of conceptual processing. For example, like perceptual identification, word fragment completion shows
a reverse generation
effect, such that
words read during study are better completed than those generated during study
(Blaxton, 1985; Jacoby 1983). Roediger and
Blaxton (1987b) provide further evidence
that priming in word fragment completion
is data driven.
The third task we used-yes/no
recognition-is
generally thought to be accomplished by either or both of the two processes that we are calling conceptually
driven and data driven (Jacoby & Dallas,
198 1; Mandler, 1980). Recognition can be
accomplished
by a fast acting familiarity
process that we are equating with datadriven processing, or with a slower, more
effortful, conceptual search process. Evidence for this idea of two distinct processes
underlying
recognition
is available elsewhere (e.g., Johnston, Dark, & Jacoby,
1985; Mandler, 1980). Our reason for using
the task was to attempt to show a combination of both data-driven and conceptually
driven processes in bilingual memory, as is
clarified below.
Five different encoding conditions were
employed in the study phase of the experiment. Subjects saw words twice in (a) English, (b) Spanish, or (c) in both languages
(once each). For other words, subjects (d)
saw the word in Spanish and generated its
English equivalent in writing, or (e) saw the
word twice in Spanish as in (b) and in addition generated an image of its referent.
These encoding conditions were predicted
to transfer differentially
across the three
forms of test, because they require varying
amounts of data-driven and conceptually
driven processing. For example, the conditions in which elaboration was required in
the form of generation
(translation)
or
imagining referents (d and e) should encourage conceptually
driven processing
and enhance free recall, but have little or
no effect on word fragment completion (a
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data-driven task). On the other hand, variation in language of study might be expected
to have little effect on the conceptually
driven free recall task, but to affect greatly
the word fragment completion
task. Because the fragment completion
test was
given entirely in English, greater priming
would be expected from studying the
words in English rather than Spanish.
However, conceptual elaboration through
translating and imagining should exert little
effect on priming in fragment completion.
Yes/no recognition should be influenced by
both data-driven and conceptually driven
processing, and hence show a pattern of
performance differing from both free recall
and primed word fragment completion.
To summarize,
the purpose
of the
present experiment was to attempt to produce results usually taken as evidence for
both single-code and dual-code models of
bilingualism
under identical study conditions by varying the form of the retention
test. Free recall should produce a language-independent
(single-code) outcome,
whereas priming in word fragment completion should show a language dependent
(or a dual-code) pattern. In addition, encoding conditions were manipulated to produce differing patterns of transfer to the retention test, in line with procedural requirements believed to underlie performance on
the tests (data-driven
or conceptually
driven processing).
METHOD

Subjects
Subjects were 42 Spanish-English
bilinguals recruited from the university community and paid $5 for participating
in a l-h
session. All but two were students at
Purdue University.
Thirty-six of the subjects were Hispanic, with Spanish as their
primary language at home and in the early
school years. The remaining
6 non-Hispanic subjects were graduate students in
the Spanish department whose native Ianguage
I - was English. The average
u age
TV- of
-~ the
--~~
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subjects was 25. Twenty of the subjects
were female.
On a questionnaire given before the experiment, subjects rated their skills in each
language on a scale of l-5 (5 = very good).
Such a self-evaluation procedure was used
because Fishman and Cooper (1969) have
shown self-evaluations to be highly correlated with proficiency tests. The average
ratings across all subjects with the standard
deviations in parentheses were as follows:
reading English
= 4.4 (0.8); reading
Spanish = 4.6 (0.8); understanding spoken
English, 4.4 (0.8); understanding
spoken
Spanish = 4.8 (0.5); speaking English, 3.9
(0.9); speaking Spanish = 4.7 (0.6). All but
11 subjects reported Spanish to be their
dominant language.
Marerids
One hundred thirty-eight English words
and their Spanish translations were used in
the experiment (see the appendix for a list
of materials).
All words named high-frequency, easily imageable
stimuli.
The
Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) norms
provided 84 of the words and the rest were
developed by the first author.
For the word fragment completion task,
letters were deleted from the English
words. The fragments were given to three
judges to complete and for later examination to ensure that only one solution existed for each fragment. The underlined
letters of the English words in the appendix
were omitted on the word fragment completion test (e.g., Liia-r
for alligator.
Also, the Spanish translations of the words
were judged
by two native Spanish
speakers to verify the accuracy of the
translations.3 After obtaining the English
fragments and the Spanish translations, the
English words were divided arbitrarily into
3 The native speakers who checked the accuracy of
translations were both from Puerto Rico, but most of
our subjects were from various countries of South
America. Unfortunately, this caused some differences
in the translations, which are described in the Results.
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six sets of 23 words. Each set was used in a
study condition
for a subject. Both the
Spanish and English versions of an item
were typed using an IBM Selectric typewriter and later produced as slides.
Design
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studied a total of 115 words in five study
conditions prior to the test. Following the
study phase, different groups of subjects
received one of the three tests: free recall
(n = 18), yes/no recognition (n = 12), and
word fragment completion (n = 12). In the
latter two tests subjects saw all studied
words (or their fragmented forms) as well
as the 23 nonstudied words (or fragments).
Thus the design conformed to a 5 (study
conditions) x 3 (type of test) mixed factorial, but with two additional cells in the recognition and fragment completion test conditions for nonstudied items.
The fragment completion and recognition
tests were given in English. The order of
the 115 studied items in the test booklets
for these tests were the same as the order
in which the words were studied, but the 23
nonstudied items were randomly distributed among the studied words. Item sets
were rotated through the various study
conditions such that every word appeared
in every condition across subjects.

The experiment consisted of a study and
a test phase. During the study phase, subjects looked at each word presented via a
slide on a screen and then looked at another item in a booklet before them. There
were five study conditions:
(a) read
Spanish; in this condition subjects read a
Spanish word presented on the slides and
then read the same Spanish word presented
in their booklets; (b) read English: this condition was the same as the read Spanish
condition except that the two presentations
of the words were in English;
(c) read
Spanish and English:
in this condition
words were presented in Spanish on the
slides and their English translations were
given in the booklets. Subjects were instructed to read both words silently in the
three conditions above; (d) translate: in this Procedure
condition
each word was presented in
At the beginning of the experiment, subSpanish on a slide and the beginning letter jects were told that they would be asked to
of its English translation was given in the study Spanish and English words, both
booklet. Subjects were instructed to read from a screen and from their study
each Spanish word from the slide and to booklets, in preparation for a memory test,
write its English
translation
in their
the nature of which was unspecified.
booklets; (e) image: in this condition words During the study phase of the experiment
were presented in Spanish both on the slides were presented at a rate of 8 s/frame.
slides and in the booklets, as in (a). Sub- Study instructions were given before each
jects were instructed to form an image of set of words was presented in one of the
conditions.
In the read
the word’s referent during the study pe- five experimental
English, read Spanish, and read English
riod. A sixth set of words was not studied
but was used in the recognition and word and Spanish conditions,
subjects were
asked first to read the word presented on
completion
tests to assess the false alarm
the slide and then read the word presented
rate and the base rate of fragment completions, respectively.
in their booklets. In the translate condition,
Study conditions were manipulated com- subjects were asked to read the Spanish
pletely within subjects. The items in each word on the slide and then write its English
translation in their booklets. They were restudy condition were presented in blocks.
that the single letter in their
Each set of 23 items appeared in each of minded
the study conditions across subjects, and booklet was the first letter of the English
translation for that Spanish word. In the
the order of study conditions was counterimage
condition, the subjects were asked to
balanced across subjects. All subjects
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read the Spanish word presented on the
slide and in their booklets and to try to
form an image of the word’s referent. Following study of the five sets of items, subjects performed one of the three tests after
a short delay for instructions.
For the free recall test, subjects were
asked to recall the words that they had
studied on a blank sheet of paper they were
provided. They were told that they could
recall individual words in either English or
Spanish. During the 15min recall period,
they were asked to draw a line under the
last word that they had written at I-min intervals. Occasionally, when a subject complained of not being able to remember any
more words, the experimenter encouraged
the subject to do the best he or she could.
When the recall period was over, they were
asked to translate any Spanish words that
they had written into English.
In the fragment completion test subjects
received 138 English word fragments and
they were told to try to complete each fragment by filling it in with an English word in
their test booklets. No mention was made
of the fact that most of the items were fragments of the words they had studied. The
fragments were typed on five sheets and
subjects were given 10 min to complete the
fragments on each sheet. Thus, this test
lasted about 50 min, and subjects were
given approximately
22 s for each fragment. No subject had difficulty finishing in
this time.
For the recognition
memory test, subjects were given a sheet with 138 words and
asked to circle the words they had seen in
the study phase. Instructions emphasized
that even though the test list consisted entirely of English words, subjects were to
circle a word regardless of whether they
had studied it in English or had seen its
Spanish equivalent. An example using the
nonstudied word table was given. Subjects
were instructed that they should circle the
word table on their recognition
sheets if
they had seen the word table, its Spanish
equivalent mesa, or both during study. The
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recognition test was self-paced. At the conclusion of the experiment, all subjects were
paid and the purposes of the experiment
were explained.
RESULTS

Initial analyses of the data showed that
some of the Spanish words were translated
incorrectly by some subjects (see Footnote
3), which presented a problem for scoring
fragment completion and recognition performance. For example, if a subject translated the word zapatifla (slipper) incorrectly as shoe during study, the correct English translation, slipper, would be like a
new word for that subject in fragment completion or recognition tests. Consequently,
it was necessary to analyze the results of
the fragment completion
and recognition
tests after excluding the 19 words that were
translated incorrectly
by more than two
subjects across both tests. This problem
was not so serious in the free recall group,
but for the sake of comparison across the
three tasks, the same words were also
eliminated
from the free recall data. The
excluded words are marked by an asterisk
in the appendix. Exclusion of those words
did not change the overall pattern of the results, as can be seen by comparing Tables 1
and 2. The proportion of correct items in
each task for the “purified”
lists is presented in Table 1, whereas proportion correct for all items is shown in Table 2. All
further description and statistical analyses
are confined to the data in Table 1.
An overall
analysis
of variance
(ANOVA) was conducted on the proportion correct on the three tasks involving the
five different study conditions,
namely,
read Spanish, read English, read Spanish
and English, translate, and image. The
main effects of both the type of task and
the study conditions
were significant,
F(2,39)
= 108.24, MS, = 0.46, and
F(4,156) = 13.99, MS, = 0.019, respectively. (All effects referred to as reliable exceed the .05 level of confidence.) More interestingly,
the interaction
of task and
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TABLE 1
PROPORTION OF CORRECT ITEMS, ELIMINATING ITEMS THAT WERE OCCASIONALLY MISTRANSLATED
Type of test
Yes/no
recognition

Word fragment
completion

Study conditions

Free recall

Read Spanish (caballo, caballo)
Read English (horse, horse)
Read Spanish and English (caballo, horse)
Translate (caballo, h)
Image (caballo, caballo)
Nonstudied

.23
.16
.35
.42
.35
-

study conditions
was also significant,
F(8,156) = 3.68. This interaction signifies
that the study conditions had different effects on the three tasks and therefore the
tasks are examined separately below.

English, .35; translate, .42; image, .35).
However, these three conditions produced
significantly better recall than the read English or the read Spanish conditions. Thus,
when subjects generated either an English
translation or an image to a Spanish word,
recall improved. This finding replicates the
benelicial effects of generation (Slamecka
& Graf, 1978) and imagery (Paivio, 1969)
reported in free recall literature and indicates that free recall improves with elaborative processing.4
In the read English and Spanish condition, recall was better (.35) than reading a
word twice in Spanish (.23) or in English
(. 16). This replicates the finding reported
by Glanzer and Duarte (1971) that with
massed presentations-as
was the case in

Free Recall
The proportion
of correctly
recalled
words in each study condition is given in
the first column of Table 1. An ANOVA on
the recall proportions of the five study conditions yielded a significant main effect of
conditions, F(4,68) = 9.53, MS, = 0.02.
Comparisons of the conditions using a least
significant difference test (LSD = 0.09) indicated that the recall levels were not reliably different in read Spanish and read English conditions, .23 and .16, respectively.
A slight advantage of the read Spanish condition may be attributed to the fact that our
subjects were Spanish-dominant
bilinguals.
The remaining three conditions did not
differ from each other (read Spanish and

.70
.77
.94
.91
.82
.OS

.47
.67
.68
.64
.49
.42

4 Strictly speaking, we did not obtain a generation
effect in free recall because performance in the translate condition (.42) did not reliably exceed that in the
read Spanish and English condition (.35).

TABLE 2
PROFQRTIONOFCORRECTITEMS,INCLUDINGTHOSEITEMS

MISTRANSLATED

Type of test
Study conditions

Free recall

Read Spanish (caballo, caballo)
Read English (horse, horse)
Read Spanish and English (caballo, horse)
Translate (caballo, h)
Image (caballo, caballo)
Nonstudied

.23
.I7
.39
.41
.34

Yes/no
recognition
.62
.79
.95
.84
.76
.05

Word fragment
completion
.44
.66
.68
.60
.48
.42
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our experiment-seeing
a word in two different forms improves free recall. With
spaced presentations, this advantage of different to same form disappears (Kolers &
Gonzalez, 1980). Hence, the advantage of
the read Spanish and English condition
over the read Spanish or read English conditions in free recall is not considered problematic for the language independence
view, but is attributed either to encoding
variability
at massed presentations
(Madigan, 1969) or to additional processing of
the repetition (Jacoby. 1978). This point is
elaborated in the Discussion.
Fragment

Completion

The fragment completion results are presented in the third column of Table 1,
where the proportion correctly completed
is given for each study condition.
An
overall ANOVA on the fragment completion rates of the five study conditions and
the new items yielded a significant main effect of conditions, F(5,55) = 10.79, MS, =
0.014. To evaluate the differences between
the nonstudied words and the words in the
five study conditions,
a least significant
difference test was used (LSD = 0.10).
The nonstudied words had a fragment
completion
rate of .42. Reading a word
twice in Spanish (.47) or, in addition,
forming the image of a Spanish word’s referent (.49) did not produce statistically significant improvement in completion performance. The completion
rates for read
Spanish and image conditions did not differ
significantly from the baseline rate for nonstudied words or from each other.
The remaining three conditions,
(read
English, read Spanish and English, and
translate) did not differ from each other,
with fragment completion rates of .67, .68,
and .64, respectively. However, all three
conditions produced significantly
greater
priming
compared
to the nonstudied
words. The facilitation
was .25, .26, and
.22, respectively, in the three conditions.
The results indicate that for the fragment
completion test given in English, studying
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words written in English provided
the
greatest priming. These three study conditions differed in terms of elaboration at encoding, especially between reading the English word and translating
a word from
Spanish to English. However, as long as
the subjects saw the word in English during
study, the same amount of facilitation occurred (compared to the nonstudied words)
regardless of the amount of elaborative
processing
during study. In contrast,
studying a word in Spanish produced completion rates not reliably different from the
completion rates of nonstudied words, thus
replicating
Watkins and Peynircioglu’s
(1983) results. The elaborations at encoding
did not affect priming for words studied in
Spanish, either. That is, forming an image
of a Spanish word’s referent did not improve completion performance over simply
reading the word in Spanish. In brief,
priming in word fragment completion
is
mostly data driven: priming is affected by
the visual presentation of the item at study,
but not its conceptual elaboration.
Recognition and Its Relation
Other Tests

to

The proportion of hits in the five study
conditions and the false alarm rate on the
nonstudied words are shown in the second
column of Table 1. An ANOVA on the hit
rates yielded a significant main effect of
study conditions, F(4,44) = 5.06, MS, =
0.23. In all five study conditions performance was far better than chance as indicated by the false alarm rate. However,
comparisons of these five conditions using
a least significant difference test (LSD =
0.12) indicated that the recognition rates in
read Spanish (.70) and read English (.77)
conditions did not differ from each other.
The image condition produced better recognition performance (.82) than the read
Spanish condition.
Translating the words
(.91) and reading them in both Spanish and
English (.94) yielded the best recognition
performance compared to reading a word
twice in one language.
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A comparison of the pattern of results in
the five study conditions across the fragment completion
and recognition
tasks
yielded a significant task x condition interaction, F(4,44) = 2.96, MS, = 0.014. In
the fragment completion
task, studying a
word in English was the only factor facilitating performance.
Studying a word in
Spanish did not improve fragment completions regardless of the type of processing
on the word. In contrast, on the recognition test, even though the language of study
was important, the type of processing done
on the word also affected recognition
memory. For example, although subjects
studied words in Spanish in both the read
Spanish and the image conditions, performance was better on the latter condition on
the recognition test given in English. These
results indicate that compared to the fragment completion task, the recognition test
has a stronger conceptually driven component.
On the other hand, the pattern of results
on the recognition test also differed from
that of the free recall test, reflecting the
data-driven component in the recognition
process. The read Spanish and English
condition produced better recognition than
the image condition (.94 vs .82, respectively), which presumably involved at least
as much elaboration as judged from free recall performance.
In the image condition
subjects only saw the words in Spanish,
which presumably hurt them on the recognition test given in English due to the datadriven aspect of recognition. In contrast, in
the free recall test, both the image and the
read Spanish and English conditions produced identical
performance.
Also, the
slight advantage
of reading a word in
Spanish rather than in English during study
that was observed in free recall was reversed on the recognition test. In recognition, there was a small advantage
of
reading a word in English rather than in
Spanish. This interaction
between read
Spanish and read English conditions and
recall and recognition tests was significant,

F(1,28) = 4.90, MS, = 0.015. Again,
matching of the study and test languages
helps performance on the recognition test,
reflecting its data-driven
component.
In
sum, the recognition
test has both datadriven and conceptually
driven components: both the format of an item at study
and its conceptual elaboration affected recognition performance.
GENERALDISCUSSION

The purpose of the present experiment
was to show patterns of performance
usually taken to reflect language specificity
or dual-code theories, and language-independence or single-code theories, in one
experiment
by using different retrieval
tasks under identical
study conditions.
Using the general framework provided by
Jacoby (1983) and Roediger and Blaxton
(1987b), we predicted that a mostly datadriven task such as word fragment completion would depend on the matching of language at study and test, thus showing language dependency. On the other hand, a
conceptually driven task such as free recall
was predicted to be less dependent on the
language of study, showing language independence. For the recognition test, a blend
of the two patterns was predicted.
The results of the experiments supported
our predictions.
In the fragment completion test, increasing elaborative processing
during study did not significantly affect the
completion
rates. Rather, the important
variable was the language of study. If the
study language matched the test language
(English), fragment completion rates were
significantly
improved
compared to the
nonstudied words. If, however, the study
language was Spanish, the fragment completion rates were not significantly better
than the rate for nonstudied words. The results of the fragment completion tests thus
display a pattern usually interpreted
as
showing language specificity,
or dependence, in accessing bilingual memory. Such
a pattern is taken to support dual-code
theories.
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The free recall results, on the other
hand, reveal evidence for language independent effects. As usual in free recall, language of study played little role, but operations requiring elaboration of encoding produced large effects. Just reading a word
twice either in English or in Spanish did not
significantly
affect recall, but when subjects formed an image of the word’s referent, recall improved 100%. Similar facilitation resulted from active generation
(translation)
or encoding
variability
(reading a word in both languages with
massed presentation).
A critic might argue that our results in
free recall actually show language dependence, because performance in the read
English and Spanish condition exceeded
that in both the read English and the read
Spanish conditions. However, we attribute
this advantage not to dual coding, but
rather to extra processing that occurred on
the second repetition of massed items when
the surface form is altered (e.g., Jacoby,
1978). Glanzer and Duarte (1971) have
shown that the advantage of encoding in
two languages for massed presentations
disappears with spaced presentations (see
also Kolers, 1966; Kolers & Gonzalez,
1980; Paivio et al., 1988). Recently, Dellarosa and Bourne (1985) had subjects
study sentences that could be repeated at
various lags and presented in the same
form or a different form (auditorily or visually, or in audition by the same speaker
or different speakers). They found a normal
spacing effect when the sentence was repeated exactly, but when the surface form
was changed for massed presentations, performance was enhanced so that the spacing
effect was entirely eliminated (Experiment
2) or greatly reduced (Experiment
1). Of
course, they did not propose two separate
codes for sentences presented auditorily or
visually, or stated by two different speakers
in the auditory case, but rather attributed
to the improvement to extra processing accruing to the second presentation when the
surface form was changed. The same inter-
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pretation applies to our results; if we had
repeated concepts in alternate languages at
long lags, performance would likely have
shown language independence, replicating
others (e.g., Glanzer & Duarte, 1971).
Finally, in the recognition test, both the
language of presentation and the encoding
operations used during study affected performance. For example, studying a word in
English, and thus matching surface features
of the test language, was helpful, but so
was forming an image of a Spanish word’s
referent. The best performance
was obtained when both data-driven and conceptually driven processes were employed, as
in the condition when subjects generated
the English translation of a Spanish word in
writing. In this translate condition,
the
study and test languages matched, thus instituting the data-driven component of the
recognition test. At the same time, generating the translation instigated the conceptually driven component as well, with both
factors producing the highest level of recognition performance.
Finding both language-independent
and
language-dependent
patterns in an experiment under identical study conditions, but
with different memory tasks, implies that
the question of bilingual
representation
cannot be answered without a model of
both storage and retrieval processes (Anderson, 1978). The tasks that are used to
tap the representations
in a bilingual’s
memory may yield different patterns of results depending on the task’s retrieval requirements. Our results indicate that, along
with encoding and storage assumptions,
the retrieval
requirements
of different
memory tasks must be considered.
For data-driven tasks such as word fragment completion, the matching of the physical stimuli during study and test produces
the best results. In a more conceptually
driven task such as free recall, the elaborations during encoding seem to be the most
important factor, regardless of the language
of study. It must be emphasized that the
subjects in the present experiment did not
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know the type of test that would follow the
study phase and all subjects had identical
study conditions. Therefore the differences
among the test results cannot be attributed
to different encoding or storage strategies.
Even though the subjects presumably
formed the same kinds of representations
about the studied words in all test conditions, the test results yielded evidence for
both language-dependent
and language-independent representations.
Consequently,
the type of representation
cannot be discussed separately from the means that are
used to tap this representation (Kolers &
Brison,
1984). Thus, the question
of
whether bilinguals have a common, language-independent,
conceptual representation for the words in the two languages, or
separate, language-specific representations
is indeterminate
(Glucksberg,
1984). As
Glucksberg
has summarized
the issue,
“whatever the form of our ultimate model
of human conceptual functioning, it will be
important that it be able to specify the conditions under which performance
is modality independent
. . . and . . . modality
specific” (1984, p. 104). We suggest that
the task requirements (i.e., whether a task
is mostly data-driven
or conceptually
driven) is a primary variable that should be
considered in determining
language independence or language specificity in bilingual memory. The same argument applies
to other representational
issues, such as
picture/word representation
(see Roediger
& Weldon, 1987; Weldon & Roediger, 1987)
and visual/auditory
presentations of words
(see Roediger & Blaxton, 1987a).
The pattern of results shown in Table 1
may be taken to reveal a more general
point. We have shown crossover interactions among encoding conditions and three
different forms of retention test, a pattern
often referred to as revealing dissociations
among measures of retention. Much current work by researchers studying remembering is aimed at understanding such phenomena. Dissociations among performance
measures have been taken as evidence for
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distinctions
among
broad cognitive
systems, such the distinction between procedural and declarative knowledge (e.g.,
Cohen & Squire, 1980) or between episodic
and semantic memory
(Tulving,
1983).
These approaches seem to assume that dissociations are special phenomena and that
their proper account lies in the invention of
hypothetical
memory
systems. On the
other hand, Kolers and Roediger (1984) argued that dissociations
among retention
conditions
across various types of encoding activities-as
found in the current
experiments and many others-are
not extraordinary phenomena and do not necessarily implicate the need to invent special
systems for their explanation.
Rather, the
framework
of transfer appropriate
processing may provide the general theory
under which such dissociations can be understood. Performance should benefit on
tests to the extent that they require or demand recapitulation
of processes employed
at encoding. The requisite need, as we see
it, is to specify the varying procedural requirements involved in variation across retention tests and encoding activities. We
believe that the distinction between datadriven and conceptually driven processes,
found useful for years in the study of perception, can also serve as at least a starting
point for identifying processing differences
in retention tests. (Jacoby, 1983; Roediger
& Blaxton, 1987b).
APPENDIX

English words and their Spanish translations: underlined letters were omitted on the word fragment
completion test. Asterisks denote items eliminated
from the analysis in Table 1.
accordeon
-accordion
--&plane
avion
alli&&
lagarto
-_
anchor ancla
-manzana
2p&
arrow
flecha
-ashtray cenicero
--csparagus
esparrago
-bakcer panaderia
basket
canasta
--

ACCESSING
*beetle
- -- escarabajo
bicycJe bicicleta
bottle
botella
- brain cerebra
Ir;i$gg puente
breakfast
desayuno
--butc&r
camicero
butterfly
mariposa
--_
button
boton
-candle
- - vela
cannon
canon
-carrot
zanahoria
*celery
apio
- chain cadena
ch$r silla
cherry cereza
cii&eg
poll0
*chisel cincel
church iglesia
ZgZtte
cigarillo
cinn~on
canela
&ud
%ube
cockroach cucaracha
---_
comer
- - esquina
cotton
algodon
- country
pais
- -*cradle
curia
- death muerte
d&nogd
diamante
&c@r
medico
eagle aguila
-e&ance
-- - entrada
gve&
sobre
exercise
ejercicio
-factory
fabrica
-fence cerca
*fm&
dedo
-flout harina
flower
flor
-forest bosque
muebles
-&t%ure
- __
garden jardin
giraffe jirafa
glove guante
gr&oEper
sahamonte
hgdkeEh&f
panuelo
haGggr gancho
heart corazon
horse caballo
house casa
in$&
herida
utter-v&w entrevista
kangaroo canguro
---_
*kettle tetera
k&&t
cocina
knife cuchillo
h&e
lechuga
leb$e_r langosta

BILINGUAL

MEMORY

mach&
maquina
*meadow
pradera
--money
dinero
monkey
mono
-Eo&cy&
motocicleta
mountain
montana
- -movie
- - pelicula
mushroom hongo
=I&
-servilleta
*necklace gargantilla
needleaguja
--newsmer - periodic0
office oticina
on&n cebolla
osnge naranja
ostrich
avestruz
- -*peacock pavo real
Regnst cacahuete
pgngl lapiz
*RhEasant faisan
p&a@!e
pina
*pitcher jarro
*Bostbook
cartera
@en - Circe1
pu~kin-calabaza
rabbit
conejo
-*raccoon
mapache
--radish
rabano
-nevera
-refrigerator
-- -rhinoceros rinoceronte
To&teF
gall0
--velero
-sailboat
-sandwich emparedado
school-escuela
--scissors tijera
destomillador
--screwdriver
-_*season
estacion
-shadow sombra
*shovel pala
Sk%- falda
*skunk zorillo
*slipier
- zapatilla
smile sonrisa
snake culebra
soldier
soldado
-*sparrow gonion
&$d&--arana
spoon cuchara
square cuadrado
sq%el
ardilla
- --_
--stone piedra
fresa
--strawberry
--sugar
- azucar
suitcase
--_ maleta
summer verano
Q&e-&
cirugia
sueter
-sweater
-teacher
-- maestro
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thimble
dedal
- -*thumb pulgar
turtle tortuga
umbrella
paraguas
village
-- - - pueblo
vulture
buitre
-watermelon
sandia
-whale ballena
pit0
-wi%tle
--windmill
molino
_-window
ventana
----winter - inviemo
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